## Make a Cow Mask
Create your own cow mask and use it to retell the story!

### Materials:
- Paper Plate
- Black, white, and pink construction paper
- Glue stick
- Black paint
- Flat paintbrush
- Googly eyes (optional)
- Scissors
- Craft sticks
- Tape (optional)
- Black marker

1. Use your pink construction paper to cut out a large oval. Glue the oval to the bottom of your plate.
2. Paint black or brown cow spots on your paper plate using the flat sponge brush.
3. Glue down your googly eyes on your paper plate using craft glue or draw eyes with a marker.
4. Using white construction paper cut out two cow ears.
5. With the black construction paper cut out smaller cow ears.
6. Glue your black cow ear pieces on your white pieces.
7. Now attach your ears on the back of your paper plate using craft glue.
8. Using a black marker draw a mouth and nostrils on your pink snout.
9. Tape your craft stick to the back of your cow to turn it into a mask.

## Writing a Letter
Pretend you are a cow in Farmer Brown’s barn.

What would you write to Farmer Brown?

Use a piece of paper or a computer to write or type your own letter! Or you can draw a picture of what your cow would ask for.